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Outline

▪ Life science data require
▪ Integration
▪ Knowledge-based reasoning

▪ The Semantic Web provide a relevant framework
▪ Use RDF to represent knowledge graphs
▪ Use SPARQL to query knowledge graphs
▪ Use RDFS and OWL to formalize knowledge as ontologies

What you will learn (hopefully):

▪ A general understanding of metadata and (symbolic) knowledge…
▪ … that relies on surprisingly simple principles
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Life science data from 
an information science 
perspectives
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Big data and the deluge of life science data

Big data [Laney, 2001]

Datasets so large and complex that traditional data processing is inadequate 

Life science: data deluge since the 90s [Aldhous, 1993]

▪ Computerized biomedical data (evidence-based medicine, translational 
medicine, precision medicine)

▪ Genomics and bioinformatics
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What to expect for 2025?

Our estimation is that genomics is a ``four-headed beast’’  – it is either 
on par with or the most demanding domain[...] in terms of: 

▪  data acquisition
▪  data storage
▪  data distribution
▪  data analysis
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Nature of data complexity

▪ multiple scale (heterogeneity)
▪ (highly) interdependent at each scale
▪ interdependent between scales
▪ variability
▪ incompleteness
▪ evolutive
▪ distributed 

(and lack of interoperability)
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Complexity of life science data

Challenge (computational): How to handle this complexity?

▪ The difficulty is to analyze data systematically
▪ Experts are very good at doing it on their domain (hint…)

▪ on their domain
▪ on their data
▪ with their limited human capacity
▪ … help is (badly) needed!

▪ Expertise = ability to use knowledge for interpreting data
▪ aggregating data
▪ inferring connections

▪ How to use their expertise, instead of trying to re-discover it?
▪ assumption: we may not always need to re-discover naively the whole biology at 

each experiment
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Requirements for handling the complexity of life science data

▪ Requirement 1: identify resources with interoperable identifiers
▪ Requirement 2: describe resources

▪ their characteristics 
(e.g. start and end position of a gene)

▪ their relations to other resources 
(e.g. the transcript associated to a gene, the transcription factors that regulate it…)

▪ the categories they belong to
▪ Requirement 3: combine descriptions from different origins
▪ Requirement 4: query these descriptions
▪ Requirement 5: support semantically-rich querying and reasoning (because 

of the inner complexity) using domain knowledge
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Metadata is a love note to the people and machines after you

``Metadata, you see, is really a love note - it might be to 
yourself, but in fact it’s a love note to the person after you, or 
the machine after you, where you’ve saved someone that 
amount of time to find something by telling them what this 
thing is.”

Jason Scott - http://ascii.textfiles.com/archives/3181
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Capturing expertise with annotations

Annotation = explicit representation of the result of some interpretation process
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Capturing expertise with annotations

Annotation = explicit representation of the result of some interpretation process

▪ ideally by an expert (from big data to smart data)
▪ requires some background knowledge
▪ formalization spanning the whole semantic spectrum, ranging 

▪ from free text…
▪ …to controlled vocabularies… 
▪ …to (shared) semantic frameworks
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The data annotation process

Annotate data =

▪ Describe explicitly…
▪ … the relevant elements in your data…
▪ … their characteristics…
▪ … and the relations between them

▪ So that users (you + the non-experts) or programs do not have to go once 
again through the (tedious, complicated) process of interpreting them
▪ It is important
▪ It seems easy…

▪ Exercice: describe a set of images
▪ …but turns out more difficult than expected

▪ 2 aspects:
▪ Interpreting and describing data is for domain experts
▪ Formalizing and representing the annotations and their dependencies 

is for data engineers
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Fundamental principles

Your dataset

#1 Annotate data = describe their interpretation -> metadata

#2 Describe data = explicit representation -> graph of (meta-)data

Multiple datasets aggregated

#3 There are some dependencies btw some annotations -> knowledge graph

Abstraction(s)

#4 The dependencies between categories support multiple layers of 
generalization -> ontologies

Graph of data U knowledge graph U ontologies

#5 Reasoning = rules for traversing the graphs
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Using annotations for overcoming data complexity

Add annotations? But we have too much data already!

Benefits

▪ Can be used as proxy to complex data
▪ Simplifies by providing a compact abstraction
▪ Overcomes variability
▪ Enriches by making explicit the underlying meaning

Storing, sharing and reusing these annotations is the key to life science 
systematic data analysis
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General introduction to 
semantic web
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Knowledge Graphs
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Several facets of Artificial Intelligence

Named entity recognition (NLP)
        ➞ « pasteur » refers to Louis Pasteur

Knowledge Representation 
        ➞ Louis Pasteur is a scientist
        ➞ a scientist is a kind of person

Reasoning
        ➞ « if an entity is a scientists then its also 
a person »
        ➞ « If a web resource is a person then 
display his/her portrait »

… and many other such as Computer 
Vision, Machine Learning …
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Knowledge representation 
and reasoning : still 
needed for question 
answering systems ! 
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What is a Knowledge Graph ?

a database
→ information storage / extraction

a graph
→ network analysis

a knowledge base 
→ formal semantics 
(logical facts, logical inferences)

« a collection of interlinked descriptions of things 
(real-word objects, abstract concepts, events, etc.) »



From linked documents (Web) …

 … to linked data (Semantic Web)
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90’s: web of documents

A de-centralized system of hypertext 
documents based on URL, HTTP, and HTML 
standards (World Wide Web consortium, W3C).
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Nowadays: Web of data 

Surface web < 10%

Deep web > 90%

GoogleBing
Wikipedia Youtube……

Legal documents

Medical records

Academic databases

Social media

Scientific papers

…
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Diverse data, not easily searchable !

Surface web: 4%

Deep web

Genetic sequences
• 1st line = label

• 2nd line = raw sequence (A,T,C,G)

• 4th line = quality score for each base 

Medical image
• MRI as imaging modality

• brain as imaging target

• labeled data (intensity/volume ?)  
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Semantic web

Make                                and                        better exchange, interpret & reason on diverse data !! 
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http://dbpedia.org/resource/RAC1 

W3C recommendations

.csv

abstract

Rac1, also known as Ras-related C3 botulinum 
toxin substrate 1, is a protein found in human 
cells. It is encoded by the RAC1 gene. This gene 
can produce a variety of alternatively spliced 
versions of the Rac1 protein, which appear to 
carry out different functions. (en)

RAC1

http://dbpedia.org/resource/RAC1
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Wikipedia … for humans
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Wikipedia … for machines (DBpedia)

Give me all 
gene IDs 
described 

with 
« toxin »



SELECT DISTINCT ?gene ?entrez_id ?uniprot_id WHERE {

    ?gene dbo:abstract ?abstract .

    FILTER (regex(?abstract, "toxin")).

    ?gene dbo:entrezgene ?entrez_id .

    OPTIONAL {?gene dbo:uniprot ?uniprot_id} .

}

Querying DBpedia with SPARQL

28

http://dbpedia.org/sparql
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Not only DBpedia

31 billion edges in 2011 …
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Representing Knowledge 
Graphs
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RDF: triples to link data 

Definitions

(1) an RDF statement represents a relationship 
between two entities: the subject and the 
object

(2) the predicate represents the nature of their 
relationship

(3) the relationship is phrased in a directional 
way (from subject to object) and is called in 
RDF a property

(4) RDF statements are called triples: they 
consist of three elements they 

(5) Nodes are URIs to identify named entities 
on the  web or Literals to represents text, 
numbers 

<http://RAC1> <http://is_a> <http://Human_Gene> . 

<http://snp123> <http://is_a_variant_of> <http://RAC1> . 

<http://RAC1>  <http://has_amino_acids>  192 .

http://rac1
http://is_a_variant_of
http://rac1
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RDF graphs

Definitions

(1) A graph structure is formed with a set of 
nodes (resources) and edges(relationships 
between resources)

(2) A set of RDF triples is called an RDF graph. 
RDF is a directed, labeled graph data 
format for representing information in the 
Web.
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Writing RDF graphs with Turtle

Definitions

(1) One line per triple, each element separated by 
space, each triple endswith a . 
S  P  O .

(2) If two triples describe  the same subject, you can 
reuse it:  
S  P

1
  O

1
 ;

   P
2
  O

2  
.

(3) If two triples describe  the same subject and  
predicate, you can reuse it:  
S  P  O

1
 , O

2
 .

@prefix ns: <http://my/namespace/> .

ns:RAC1    rdf:type                ns:Human_gene .
ns:snp123  ns:is_a_variant_of      ns:RAC1 ;
           ns:is_a_risk_factor_of  ns:Mitral_stenosis 
.

http://my/namespace/
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In practice … 

Exercise 

From wikipedia : “The insulin receptor (IR) is a transmembrane receptor that is 
activated by insulin, IGF-I, IGF-II and belongs to the large class of receptor 
tyrosine kinase.”

1. Draft a graphical representation of the associated knowledge graph. 
✓ Identify verbs  →  predicates 
✓ Identify linked entities, 

who is a subject of a relation ? 
who is the object of a relation ? 

2. Give the RDF syntax for this KG. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmembrane_receptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IGF-I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin-like_growth_factor_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receptor_tyrosine_kinase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receptor_tyrosine_kinase
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Practice … 
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In practice … 

“The insulin receptor (IR) is a 
transmembrane receptor that is 
activated by insulin, IGF-I, IGF-II and 
belongs to the large class of 
receptor tyrosine kinase.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmembrane_receptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IGF-I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin-like_growth_factor_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receptor_tyrosine_kinase
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In practice … 

@prefix ns: <http://my/namespace/> .

ns:insulin   ns:activates    ns:IR .
ns:IGF_I     ns:activates    ns:IR .
ns:IGF_II    ns:activates    ns:IR .

ns:IR     rdf:type             ns:TransmembraneReceptor ;
          Ns:belongs_to_class  ns:ReceptorTyrosineKinase .

http://my/namespace/
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In practice … 

Exercice

1.  Draft the knowledge graph 
associated to the RDF triples  of 
the P06213 Uniprot entity. 

https://legacy.uniprot.org/uniprot/P06213.ttl

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

@prefix up: <http://purl.uniprot.org/core/> .

@prefix annotation: <http://purl.uniprot.org/annotation/> .

<P06213> rdf:type up:Protein ;

         up:citation citation:2859121 ,

                     citation:2983222 ,

         up:annotation annotation:PRO_0000016687 ,

                       annotation:PRO_0000016689 ,

                       annotation:VAR_015924 .

citation:2859121 rdf:type up:Journal_Citation ;

  up:title "The human insulin receptor cDNA: the structural basis for 

hormone-activated transmembrane signalling." ;

  up:author "Ebina Y." , "Ellis L." ;

  skos:exactMatch pubmed:2859121 .

annotation:PRO_0000016687 rdf:type up:Chain_Annotation ;

  rdfs:comment "Insulin receptor subunit alpha" ;

  up:mass 83642 ;

  up:range range:22571007465304878tt28tt758 .

range:22571007465304878tt28tt758 rdf:type faldo:Region ;

  faldo:begin position:22571007465304878tt28 ;

  faldo:end position:22571007465304878tt758 .

https://legacy.uniprot.org/uniprot/P06213.ttl
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Practice … 

https://www.ldf.fi/service/rdf-grapher

https://www.ldf.fi/service/rdf-grapher?rdf=%40prefix+rdf%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F1999%2F02%2F22-rdf-syntax-ns%23%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+rdfs%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F2000%2F01%2Frdf-schema%23%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+up%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.uniprot.org%2Fcore%2F%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+annotation%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.uniprot.org%2Fannotation%2F%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+citation%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.uniprot.org%2Fcitations%2F%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+faldo%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fbiohackathon.org%2Fresource%2Ffaldo%23%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+skos%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F2004%2F02%2Fskos%2Fcore%23%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+range%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.uniprot.org%2Frange%2F%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+pubmed%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.uniprot.org%2Fpubmed%2F%3E+.%0D%0A%40prefix+position%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.uniprot.org%2Fposition%2F%3E+.%0D%0A%0D%0A%3CP06213%3E+rdf%3Atype+up%3AProtein+%3B%0D%0A+++++++++up%3Acitation+citation%3A2859121+%2C%0D%0A+++++++++++++++++++++citation%3A2983222+%3B%0D%0A+++++++++up%3Aannotation+annotation%3APRO_0000016687+%2C%0D%0A+++++++++++++++++++++++annotation%3APRO_0000016689+%2C%0D%0A+++++++++++++++++++++++annotation%3AVAR_015924+.%0D%0A%0D%0Acitation%3A2859121+rdf%3Atype+up%3AJournal_Citation+%3B%0D%0A++up%3Atitle+%22The+human+insulin+receptor+cDNA%3A+the+structural+basis+for+hormone-activated+transmembrane+signalling.%22+%3B%0D%0A++up%3Aauthor+%22Ebina+Y.%22+%2C+%22Ellis+L.%22+%3B%0D%0A++skos%3AexactMatch+pubmed%3A2859121+.%0D%0A%0D%0Aannotation%3APRO_0000016687+rdf%3Atype+up%3AChain_Annotation+%3B%0D%0A++rdfs%3Acomment+%22Insulin+receptor+subunit+alpha%22+%3B%0D%0A++up%3Amass+83642+%3B%0D%0A++up%3Arange+range%3A22571007465304878tt28tt758+.%0D%0Arange%3A22571007465304878tt28tt758+rdf%3Atype+faldo%3ARegion+%3B%0D%0A++faldo%3Abegin+position%3A22571007465304878tt28+%3B%0D%0A++faldo%3Aend+position%3A22571007465304878tt758+.&from=ttl&to=png
https://www.ldf.fi/service/rdf-grapher
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Querying with 
graph patterns 
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Triple patterns (TP)

SPARQL is the W3C language to query multiple data 
sources expressed in RDF. 

The principle consists in defining a graph pattern to be 
matched against an RDF graph.

Definition

Triple Patterns (TPs) are like RDF triples except 
that each of the subject, predicate and object 
may be a variable. Variables are prefixed with a 
? . 

?x   ns:activates    ns:IR .

Give me all known activators of IR  ?
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Basic graph patterns (BGP)

Definition

Basic Graph Patterns (BGPs) consist in a set of 
triple patterns to be matched on an RDF graph. 

Give me all known activators of any Receptor 
Tyrosine Kinase  ?

→ all entities that activate something that 
belongs to class “Receptor Tyrosine Kinase”   

?x   ns:activates    ?y .
?y   ns:belongs_to_class ns:ReceptorTyrosineKinase .
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SPARQL query evaluation

?x ?y

?x   ns:activates    ?y .
?y   ns:belongs_to_class ns:ReceptorTyrosineKinase .
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SPARQL query evaluation

?x ?y

insulin IR

?x   ns:activates    ?y .
?y   ns:belongs_to_class ns:ReceptorTyrosineKinase .
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SPARQL query evaluation

?x ?y

IGF-I IR

insulin IR

?x   ns:activates    ?y .
?y   ns:belongs_to_class ns:ReceptorTyrosineKinase .
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SPARQL query evaluation

?x ?y

IGF-II IR

IGF-I IR

insulin IR

?x   ns:activates    ?y .
?y   ns:belongs_to_class ns:ReceptorTyrosineKinase .
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Sample SPARQL query
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Reasoning with 
Knowledge graphs
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Ontologies in use: use the MeSH to query PubMed

Handle synonyms (from PubMed https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)

▪ Look for articles about “vitamin c” in full text search
▪ Look at the MeSH annotations
▪ Look for the MeSH term vitamin C and the articles it annotates
▪ Look for the MeSH term ascorbic acid and the articles it annotates

Handle taxonomy (from the MeSH https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/)

▪ Look for cardiovascular disease
▪ Select the relevant MeSH term (https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D002318)
▪ Look at its synonyms and its descendants
▪ Add it to the search builder
▪ Search on PubMed

https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D002318
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Ontologies in use: the Gene Ontology

Synonyms and taxonomy are handled transparently

In the GO website (http://geneontology.org/)

▪ Look for “glucose metabolic process”
▪ Select “ontology” in the radio box
▪ Select the relevant GO term (http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo/term/GO:0006006)
▪ Select either the “graph view” or the “inferred tree view”

▪ Visualise the GO term ancestors
▪ Visualize the GO term descendants

▪ For Homo sapiens, how may proteins, miRNA, etc are annotated by this GO 
term (or one of its descendants)?

http://geneontology.org/
http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo/term/GO:0006006
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What is an ontology ? 

Definitions

“[...] an explicit specification of a 
conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993)

“[...] a formal specification of a shared 
conceptualization” (Borst, 1997)

Explicit → a machine does not 
spontaneously “understand”, “infer” or 
“reason” 

Conceptualization → a knowledge model 
aimed at reducing the complexity 
(generalizing) real facts 

Formal → reasoning mechanisms must be 
correct for reliable deductions 

Shared → domain knowledge result from the  
consensus of expert communities
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Toy example

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin_receptor

The insulin receptor (IR) is a 
transmembrane receptor that is 
activated by insulin, IGF-I, IGF-II 
and belongs to the large class of 
receptor tyrosine kinase.[5] 
Metabolically, the insulin receptor 
plays a key role in the regulation 
of glucose homeostasis, a 
functional process that under 
degenerate conditions may result 
in a range of clinical 
manifestations including diabetes 
and cancer. How these concepts are 

related together ? 

How these relations link 
concepts together ?    

Do they allow deductions ? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin_receptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmembrane_receptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IGF-I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin-like_growth_factor_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receptor_tyrosine_kinase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin_receptor#cite_note-pmid19274663-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glucose_homeostasis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diabetes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer
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Toy example
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RDF-S to represent simple ontologies 

Class VS Instances

Resources may be classified into 
groups called classes. The members of 
a class are known as instances of the 
class. The rdf:type property is used to 
state that a resource is an instance of a 
class (« is a » relation ).

RDF-Schema aims at providing a simple vocabulary to organize domain-specific 
knowledge through classes (concepts) and properties (relationships). 

Defining ontologies

● rdf:type: to state that a resource is an 
instance of a class

● owl:Class & owl:Property to define 
specific classes or properties

● rdfs:subClassOf: to state that all the 
instances of one class are instances 
of another

● rdfs:subPropertyOf: to state that all 
resources related by one property are 
also related by another

● rdfs:range: a constraint on 
the class membership(s) for 
values of this property

● rdfs:domain: a constraint on 
the class membership(s) for 
resources having this 
property

● rdfs:label, rdfs:comment
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Sample RDF-S vocabulary

@prefix etbii: <http://our-namespace#> .

@prefix wikipedia: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/>

etbii:TransmembraneReceptor rdf:type owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf etbii:Receptor ;

rdfs:seeAlso wikipedia:Cell_surface_receptor .

etbii:Receptor rdf:type owl:Class ;

         rdfs:subClassOf etbii:Protein .

etbii:Protein rdf:type owl:Class .

etbii:isActivatedBy rdf:type owl:Property .

rdfs:domain etbii:Protein ; 

rdfs:range etbii:Protein .     

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_surface_receptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_surface_receptor
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Reasoning with RDFS-Entailments

Inference rules to produce new logical facts, or 
to check for logical soundness (satisfiability)

Deduce the multiple types of an entity based on 
class hierarchies

Deduce the types of entities exploiting the 
definition of relations

… more possibilities with OWL (Web Ontology Language) and Description Logics (DL) 
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Reasoning with RDFS-Entailments

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-mt/

a = IR

b = insulin

X = is activated by

Y = Protein

From the specification of a “link”, how to infer the type of a linked entity ? 

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-mt/
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Multi-omics and 
multi-approach 
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ICAN cohort : 34 univ. 
hospitals / 3400 subjects

- 3000 MRIs
- 1000 genotypes (2000 

more expected)
- 93 exomes 
- 600 whole genomes 

(under processing) risk of rupture ?
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Bridging 
imaging-omics-clinical 

data: INEX-MED

Maxime Folschette Kirsley Chennen
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Keep in mind
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Key concepts

Complex data analyses require fine-grained, explicit 
descriptions

● Annotate your data with RDF to assemble 
knowledge graphs (KGs)

● Support future integration by referring to other 
Knowledge Graphs: URIs

● Formalize domain knowledge with ontologies: 
RDFS, OWL

● Mine (multiple) KGs with graph patterns: 
(federated) SPARQL queries 
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Advantages/disadvantages of the approach

Disadvantages 

▪ Semantic heterogeneity (many 
Life Science ontologies …)

▪ Reliability of external SPARQL 
endpoints

▪ No graphical user interfaces…  
learn RDF syntaxes and SPARQL 
query language 

▪ Scalable querying is still a hot 
research topic …

Advantages 

▪ Graphs for humans & machines

▪ Semantic heterogeneity

▪ Established web technologies

▪ Technological framework 
for F - * -  I - R principles

▪ De-centralized: many query-able 
datasets published on the web  
(Linked Data Cloud)
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Going further

● Bob DuCharme
○ What is RDF?

http://www.bobdc.com/blog/whatisrdf/
○ What is RDFS?

http://www.bobdc.com/blog/whatisrdfs/
○ SPARQL in 11 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvGndkpa4K0
○ Learning SPARQL, 2nd ed. O’Reilly

● https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/

● https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/

● https://www.slideshare.net/LeeFeigenbaum/sparql-cheat-sheet  

● http://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/Help:WikiPathways_Sparql_queries 

● https://www.fun-mooc.fr/fr/cours/web-semantique-et-web-de-donnees/ 

http://www.bobdc.com/blog/whatisrdf/
http://www.bobdc.com/blog/whatisrdfs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvGndkpa4K0
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/
https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
https://www.slideshare.net/LeeFeigenbaum/sparql-cheat-sheet
http://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/Help:WikiPathways_Sparql_queries
https://www.fun-mooc.fr/fr/cours/web-semantique-et-web-de-donnees/


Questions ? 

olivier.dameron@univ-rennes1.fr

alban.gaignard@univ-nantes.fr


